Wellesbourne Curriculum Map
Year

Summer

RESPECT

EFFORT

ATTEND

COOPERATE

HONEST

As emotionally intelligent young people
we will listen to and value other opinions.
We will create a safe and supportive
environment where we will feel confident
to investigate without fear of being wrong.
To consider social and moral dilemmas,
reflect on experience, explore reasoned
views and moral and ethical issues.

We will learn to take risks in our learning
and challenge ourselves and each other.
We will be able to explain clearly our
investigations and discoveries. We will
develop our thinking skills and resilience
so that we become motivated and
independent learners.

We will learn the importance of concentration, listening and participating during
all of our lessons. We value being on time
and getting the most from all of our time
at school. We will develop an understanding that by being in school and joining in
we will get more from our school and
support our friends and fellow learners.

As co-operators we will work together and
support each other in developing and
listening to our ideas. In doing so we will
challenge and explore new learning. We
will work together being kind, helpful and
gentle to all our school community and
valuing its diversity.

We will learn that being honest means being
true to ourselves. That by being honest with
ourselves we learn more and support our
friends more. We will learn the importance of
honest self evaluation to help us improve and
become independent learners. We will learn
that honest support of our friends will help
them to be better learners.

As Artists we will….
As Historians we will ….
Inspirational Text
The Boy in the Striped
Pyjamas

WOW Starter

As Designers we will….
As Geographers we will ….





Use maps and atlases and digital computer mapping
(google earth) to locate countries and describe features
studied
Use 6 figure grid references and understand latitude and
longitude
To use fieldwork to observe, measure and record the human and physical features in the local area including by
sketching maps

As Musicians we will….


Sing in unison with clear diction, controlled pitch and with a sense of phrase



Maintain own part and be aware of how
it fits into whole performance




Listen to and recall simple musical
patterns
Evaluate how venue, occasion and purpose can affect the way music is performed

VIKING BOATS



Communicate ideas through detailed labelled drawings.



Assemble components



Construct products using permanent joining techniques



Make modifications as we go



Follow safety rules when using equipment



Critically evaluate the quality of design and manufacture
of the product

